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ABSTRACT 
The problem consists of the development of the electric 
far field equations for a forty-five degree corner reflector 
antenna with a tilted dipole, of arbitrary length, centered 
at the corner bisector plane to produce circularly-polarized 
radiation. 
The far field expression was developed as a function of 
the spherical coordinate system variables and placed in 
Fortran language in order to determine the dipole locations 
which would produce circularly-polarized radiation. At such 
dipole locations the field patterns were plotted in the 
8 = n/2 and ¢ = 0.0 planes. Computations were made by the 
IBM 1620 digital computer. 
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Antennas which produce circularly-polarized radiation 
have been of great interest to those in the area of communi-
cations. Among those· types of antennas which produce circu-
larly-polarized radiation are: (1) the axial mode helical 
antenna, (2) the slotted cylinder antenna, and (3) the cor-
ner reflector antenna; the latter being the topic studied. 
A. Previous Works 
1* Studies on corner reflector antennas made by Woodward 
and Klopfenstein 2 have pointed out that by tilting the excit-
ing dipole, circularly-polarized radiation may be obtained. 
In the case of Woodward the analysis was made for a ninety 
degree corner reflector and using a one-half wavelength 
dipole. Klopfenstein uses an infinitesimal dipole and 
argues that the field thus obtained is similar to those from 
a dipole of any length or at least to the one-half wave-
length dipole. 
Woodward, in his studies, concludes that circular po-
larization is possible for all dipole spacings. Although 
the apex angle used in this thesis was not the same as used 
by Woodward, it will be also shown that circularly-polarized 
radiation may be achieved for all dipole spacings. More in-
formation on this subject may be found in a study made by 
K . 3 oen1g • 
*All references are in the bibliography. 
B. Statement of the Problem 
The author's study, based on image theory, consists of 
developing the far field expression for the real antenna 
and each of the seven image antennas. The resultant field 
is then obtained by summing the fields from the eight an-
tennas. 
2 
Even though the field equations have been developed for 
an exciting dipole of any length, only the results for di-
poles of one-half wavelength and a full wavelength are pre-
sented considering that a longer dipole would produce side 
lobes which would be undesirable for narrow beam circularly-
polarized radiation. 
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
4 Studies by Kraus on corner reflector antennas have 
shown that gains of 10 db. over a reference 1/2-wavelength 
antenna can be achieved and that the gain depends upon the 
distance of the antenna to the apex as well as upon the 
apex angle. The apex angles considered by Kraus were sub-
multiples of 180°. In Kraus' discussion the corner reflec-
tor antenna consisted of a corner reflector and an antenna 
located in the corner bisector plane and parallel to the 
apex. 
An extension to the discussion by Kraus was made by 
Harris 5 giving a wide range of patterns. Harris, in his 
experimental work, varied the apex angle from 30 degrees to 
270 degrees while varying the distance from the antenna to 
3 
apex from 1/3-wavelength to 3-wavelengths. No consideration 
was made in this reference to gain or reflector sizes which 
were held constant at a width of 4-wavelengths and 6-wave-
lengths long. 
Cottony and Wilson6 studied the effect on the gain that 
may cause the varying of the apex angle with the antenna lo-
cated at a distance from the apex to produce maximum gain, 
and concluded that maximum gain was obtainable for an apex 
7 
angle near sixty degrees. Wilson and Cottony also ob-
served the effects of the dimensions of the reflecting 
sheets on the gain with a special interest to radiation to 
the rear of the corner reflector. 
Circular polarization obtained from a corner reflector 
antenna is discussed by Woodward1 and Klopfenstein 2 . In 
both cases the antenna consisted of two intersecting and 
infinitely long conducting sheets used as a reflector and 
an antenna located in a plane parallel to the apex and per-
pendicular to the corner bisector plane. 
Woodward's analysis is based on image theory thus lim-
iting his work to apex angles submultiples of 180 degrees. 
Woodward's work, in addition to the plots of the vertical 
and horizontal field patterns centered in the broadside 
direction, also includes plots of power gain. Klopfenstein 
develops the field equation using Green's function with ex-
cellent results. Klopfenstein's paper contains plots of 
gain in the broadside direction, and plots of impedance 
relative to free space radiation resistance. 
4 
5 
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
A. Description of the Antenna 
Figure 1 describes the antenna ensemble. The reflector 
consists of two semi-infinite conducting* sheets intersect-
ing at an angle of forty-five degrees normally called the 
apex angle. The symetrically centered-fed antenna is lo-
cated at a distance d from the apex in a plane perpendicular 
to the corner bisector plane and at an angle 6 measured from 
the projection of the antenna on the corner bisector plane 
lying above the Z = 0 plane to the antenna itself. 
By use of the well-known image theory, the location of 
the images shown in Figure 3, with their projections on the 
X-Y plane and Y-Z plane as shown in Figures 4 and 5 respec-
tively. The spherical coordinate system, of Figure 2 was 
found most appropriate in the analysis involved and was 
used throughout. 
B. The Far Field Equation 
The far field for the real antenna, as well as for the 
images, was obtained from that of a center-fed linear an-
tenna in free space located, on the z axis, centered at the 
origin and of length L8 , 
*Although image theory requires semi-infinite conduct-
ing sheets, to best illustrate the antenna, the height H 
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FIGURE NUMBER 3 
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TIL TIL Cos(~ose)-Cos{~) 
E =j 8 --------------------] exp[-jkr] a 8 III-1 
where 
2Tir Sine 
Zd = intrinsic impedance of free space 
I = peak value in time of current 
0 
k = phase-shift constant in free space 
\ ~ wave length 
L = antenna length 
r =distance from antenna to point P(r,e,~) in 
space 
The electric field equation for the real antenna was 
derived from Equation III-1. The procedure involved the 
determination of the variables r 1 ,e 1 and a 81 which would 
account for the shifting of the dipole from the z-axis to a 
distance d and for the tilt angle B. The electric field for 
the succeeding image antennas was obtained from that of an-
tenna 1 by providing the forty-five degrees shift required 
for each of the image antennas. 
The field for antenna 1 will now be derived by using 
the unit vector A1 to indicate the assumed direction of cur-
rent flow in antenna 1. An expression for such a unit vee-
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or in spherical coordinates 
III-3 
The unit vector An' denoting the direction of current 
flow in the n-th antenna, can be obtained from A1 by sub-
scripting A and ¢ such that 
(Sinesin¢ sins +Cosecoss )a + 
n n n r 
(Cosesin¢ Sins -Sinecoss ) a 8+ n n n 
(Case Sins ) a,~, 
n n '+' 
III-4 
where 
¢n = ¢ - (n-l)n/4.0 n = 1 I • • • I 8 III-Sa 
Sn = sl n = odd 
III-Sb 
Sn = n-S n = even 1 
The relation given by Equation III-Sa, gives the re-
quired forty-five degree shift, in the z=O plane, for every 
succeeding antenna, while that given by Equation III-Sb, 
gives the appropriate angle of tilt for the n-th antenna. 
The angle e to be substituted in Equation III-1 may 
n 
also be obtained from e1 and which is given by: 
rl . Al 
e
1 




r being the position vector and \r1 ! the distance from the 
center of antenna 1 to point P(x,y,z) in space. 
When \rl>>d, the relation in Equation III-7 becomes*: 
III-8 
Substituting Equations III-2 and III-8 into Equation 




The next step is to determine the expression for the 
unit vector a 8n for antenna 1, namely a 81 found in Equation 
III-1. 
The vector cross product A1 x r 1 lies perpendicularly 
to the plane containing A.1 and r 1 , and its vector cross 
product with rl yields a vector in the direction of a8l' 
therefore a81 may be given by: 
(Alxrl) X rl 
a = 
81 1-- -, (A1xr1)xr1 III-11 
*This approximation, however, cannot be used in the 
phase factor of Equation III-1 and consequently a better 
approximation shall be developed for such a case. 
Using the vector identity (AxB)xC = (A·C)B-(B·C)A 
the expression for a81 in Equation III-11 may be written as 
follows: 
= 
cosecoss 1 >ar+(Cosesin¢Sins 1-sinecoss 1 >a 8 + 
1 
(Cos¢Sins1 >a(}{ } 
cxl-rl>rl-crl·rl>Xl 






(Sinecoss 1-cosesin¢Sins1 >a 8-cos¢Sins1a¢ 
[l-(Sinesin¢Sins 1+cosecoss 1 )
2 ] 112 
III-12 
The last step required to modify Equation III-1, such 
that it is suitable for the development of the far field ex-
pression of the seven image antennas, is to determine the 
magnitude of the vector rl to be included in its exponential 
or phase factor. 
- -Assuming that the position vector r and vector r 1 are 
parallel for large values of r, as compared to the distance 
16 
d, I i\ I becomes: 
lrll = lral - (da ·a )a I = r-dSin8Cos¢ x r r III-13 
Substitution of Equations III-9, III-10, III-12 and 
III-13 into Equation III-1 will yield the far field ex-
pression for the real antenna. After such substitution the 
far field expression for antenna 1 is: 
{(Sinecose1-cosesin¢Sine1 )a8-cos¢Sine1a¢) 
exp {-jk(r-dSineCos¢» III-14 
The far field expression for succeeding image antennas 
may readily be obtained from that of antenna 1 by making 
the substitution of Equation III-5 into Equation III-14 which 
provides for the (n-1)45 degree shift required for the posi-
tioning of the n-th antenna, as shown in Figure 3, and also 
provides the proper tilt required for the image antennas. 
This development is carried out in Appendix A resulting in 
the following equations: 
E8 (r,t) =A Cos(wt-kr) + B Sin(wt-kr) A-27 
and 
E¢(r,t) = c Cos (wt-kr) + D Sin(wt-kr) A-28 
where the coefficients A,B,C, and D are functions of r, the 
tilt angle e and the distance from antenna to corner d. 
17 
C. Circular Polarization From the Corner Reflector 
The removal of the parameters Sin (wt-kr) and Cos(wt-kr) 
from the parametric Equations A-27 and A-28 and from which 
Sin(wt-kr) = 
AD - BC 
and 
E D - E B 
( k) -- [1- ( 8 ¢ )2]1/2 Cos wt- r 




R = AC + BD 
s = A2 + B2 
T = (AD-BC) 2 III-16 
Equation III-15 may be recognized as the general equa-
tion of an ellipse with its axes arbitrarily oriented as 
shown in Figure 7. 
To determine the semi-axes of the ellipse described by 
Equation III-15, shown as OM and ON in Figure 7, and using 
9 Lagrange's method let 
where A' is the Lagrange's multiplier. The Lagrange's 
18 
method requires that the discriminant 
10->-' -R 
'-R 
= 0 III-18 
s->.' 
be solved for>.'. The solution of the discriminant g1ves a 
quadratic function in>.' which results in 
so that 
III-20 
Division of Equation III-20 by T yields 
+ 
III-21 
which can be recognized as an equation of an ellipse with 
its semi-axes oriented in the E~ and E~ direction as shown 
in Figure 7. If >-i is equal to >.' 2Equation III-21 becomes 
the equation of a circle thus resulting in a circularly 
polarized radiation. 
The axial ratio, defined as the ratio OM to ON in 
Figure 7 of the elliptically polarized plane wave may be 
determined from Equation III-20 as follows: 
ON 















Although Equation III-21 provides the required informa-
tion relevant to the type of polarization, the orientation 
of the maximum field strength T, is not readily obtainable. 
The procedure used to find the angle of maximum field T, 
although not similar to that used in reaching the ellipse 
equation Equation III-21 (Lagrange's Method) consists of 
substituting the transformation equations; 
Ee = E' Sin T + E I Cos T 4> e 
E<P = E<P Cos T - E I Sin T e 
into Equation III-15 to arrive at Equation III-21. After 
substitution and comparison of like terms, the scalar cross 
product 
must be set equal to zero since it does not appear in Equa-
tion III-21. From this requirement, the angle may be de-
termined to be: 
-2R 




D. Requirements on the antenna location to produce circu-
larly-polarized radiation. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for circularly-
polarized radiation is 
A I = A I 1 2 III-25 
so that Equation III-21 becomes the equation of a circle. 
Although this requirement does not limit or exclude any 
direction in which circular polarization may be achieved* 
it will be of prime interest to ascertain locations d and 
respective angles of tilt s which would produce circular 
polarization in the broadside direction that is at e = n/2 
radians and ~ = 0 radians. Substitution of these values 
for e and ¢ into the equations leading to the field ex-
pression of Equations A-27 and A-28 gives the simplifica-
tions of Equations A-17 to A-20 inclusive as follows: 
For Equation A-17 
Fl = F3 = 1 - Cos nL/2 III-26a 
Cos( TIL n Sins) -Cos (TIL/>.) III-26b 
>. T 
F2 = F4 = F6 = Fa = 
l-(Sin2 s)/2 
Cos( TIL SinS) -Cos ( n L/ >.) T 
F3 = F7 = 2 III-26c Cos s 
For Equation A-18 
al = a2 = = a8 = Cos s III-27 
*ExceEt in the direction in which either or both fields 
E8 and/or E~ is zero. 
22 
For Equation A-19 
bl = Sin 8 III-28a 
b2 = -b 4 = 1'1/2 Sin 8 III-28b 
b3 = 0. 0 
For Equation A-20 
'¥1 = d r III-29a 
'¥2 = -'¥ = 12/2 d 4 r III-29b 
'¥3 = 0 III-29c 
where 
d = kd r III-30 
so that A,B,C, and D of Equations A-27 and A-28 become 
III-31 
B = 0 III-32 
c = 0 III-33 
D = 2C' [F1Sind +12'F2Sin(d /2'/2)]COS8. o r r III-34 
Equations II-31, III-32, III-33, and III-34 describe in full 
the electric fields E
8 
and E~ as given by Equations A-27 
and A-28. 
Applying the restriction for circular polarization 
given by Equation III-25 and substitution of the values for 
Q, R, and S as defined by Equation III-16 yields the equa-
tion restricting the location d and the tilt angle 8 as 
follows: 
I I 
1..1 = /..2 
Q+S-[(Q-S)2+4R2]1/2 = Q+S+[(Q-S)2+4R2]1/2 
23 
Replacing Q by n2 , R by zero, and S by A2 ; the above 
equation becomes 
III-35 
Since both A and D are real variables, the solution of 
Equation III-35 requires that A2 - D2 = 0 which can be 
written in the form IAI = lnl III-36 
or jsinS[F1 Cos dr-2F2Cos(dr~/2)+F3 1 1-
Coss [F1Sindr+I2'F2Sin(drl2'/2)] I = 0. III-37 
This constitutes the only requisite to ascertain cir-
cularly-polarized radiation from the corner reflector an-
tenna in the broadside direction. 
24 
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The development of the far field expressions, given by 
Equations A-27 and A-28, have been made for an arbitrary di-
pole length. The results calculated and plotted are for di-
pole antennas of one-half and one wavelength. 
A. Antenna Locations for Circular Polarization 
For the one-half wavelength dipole, the function Zo 
described in Appendix B, is plotted in Figure Number 8 for 
several values of tilt angle s. The abscissa in Figure 
Number 8 is d , the distance from apex to antenna, d, ex-g 
pressed in electrical degrees. The zeros of Zo are those 
values of d which yield a circularly-polarized radiation. g 
These zeros, for a particular tilt angle, are referred to 
as "first position," 11 second position, 11 "third position," 
etc. 
The values of d for several tilt angles and positions g 
are given in Table I, and the normalized field strength at 
those positions found in Table II; the normalization factor 
being Co. 
Although the values of d for a particular "position" g 
are grouped for at least low values of S, the maximum field 
strength, as given in Table II, is obtained for a tilt angle 
of sixty-five degrees for which the value of d has changed g 
considerably from that of a tilt angle of sixty degrees, 
thus indicating that the ''second position" and field 
strength are very sensitive in this range of tilt angle. 
The sensitivity of d to the tilt angle, in such range, is g 
25 
illustrated by the data given in Tables I, II, III, and IV, 
and Figures 9 and 10, as well as the plot of Zo in Figure 11. 
These figures show not only that d decreases rapidly but g 
also that for the particular tilt angle B = 62.0°, two new 
positions appear which do not exist at tilt angles lower or 
higher than sixty-one or sixty-three degrees respectively. 
For a dipole one-wavelength long, a plot of Zo as a 
function of d is given in Figure Number 12. From Figure 12 g 
it may be observed that the values of d for a particular g 
"position" remains grouped as is indicated by the plot of 
d as a function of the tilt angle from Table V and as well g 
as by the continuity of the field strength as function of 
the tilt angle which is plotted in Figure Number 14, from 
data of Table VI. 
B. Field Patterns 
The moduli of the field expressions for E8 and E~ in 
the vertical and horizontal plane for a one-half-wavelength 
and one-wavelength dipoles are given in Figures Number 15 to 
34 and in Figures Number 35 to 49 respectively. In each fig-
ure and for each "position", the field strength is normalized 
so that the maximum field strength in any given direction is 
one. 
26 
The electric field patterns in the vertical and horizon-
tal planes indicate that when the distance from the apex to 
the antenna is increased over 1.3 wavelength, a null in the 
broadside direction begins to appear. This same result has 
been obtained previously l, 4 , 5 in the linearly-polarized 
corner reflector, but in the case of the circularly-polarized 
corner reflector, the increasing of the tilt angle, s, tends 
to improve the field patterns inasmuch as the relative field 





























270.0 360.0 450.0 
FIQJRE NUMBER 8 
' 
Plot of z0 as a fu.nction of d, expressed in electrical 
degrees, for various tilt angle B, 












BROADSIDE FIELD STRENGTH 
AT LOCATIONS FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
(L = 0.5-wavelength) 
s Field Strength 
25° 1.3926 0.1289 0.0873 0.3172 0.3136 
30° 1.4811 0.1522 0.0943 0.3652 0.3597 
35° 1.5185 0.1749 0.0968 0.4063 0.3985 
40° 1.5177 0.9944 0.0968 0.4404 0.4299 
45° 1.4770 0.2475 0.0934 0.4682 0.4542 
50° 1.4052 0.2586 0.0870 0.4905 0.4722 
55° 1.3065 0.3160 0.0808 0.5087 0.4850 
60° 1.1789 0.4728 0.0713 0.5254 0.4939 
65° 1.0335 2.1620 0.0615 0.5449 0.5014 
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FIGURE NUMBER 11 
dg(elect degrees) 
Plot of Z0 for the tilt angle 8, in the range from 60.0 to 64.0 
as a function of dg showing critical region of circular polarization, 















VALUES OF d FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION g 
(L = 0.5-wavelength) 
d in Electrical Degrees g 
158.65 433.65 436.96 605.75 
165.27 433.05 436.95 605.07 
171.02 432.32 436.94 604.36 
176.07 431.47 436.83 603.62 
180.66 430.45 436.75 602.75 
184.82 429.05 436.63 601.65 
188.78 426.76 436.48 600.23 
192.52 420.96 436.36 598.14 
196.15 266.95 436.25 594.85 


























VALUES OF d FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION g 
IN THE RANGE 60.0° ~S~ 65.0° 
(L = 0.5-wavelength) 
d in g Electrical Degrees 
192.52 420.96 625.05 
193.23 418.24 





BROADSIDE FIELD STRENGTH 
AT LOCATIONS FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
IN THE RANGE 60.0° ~S~ 65.0° 
(L = 0.5-wavelength) 
Field Strength 
1.1789 0.4728 0.4939 
1.1516 0.5476 
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VALUES OF d FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION g 
(L = 1.0-wavelength) 
d in Electrical degrees g 
432.92 433.98 611.06 
432.43 432.74 613.06 
430.64 433.23 615.74 
428.52 434.81 619.13 
426.07 438.15 619.58 
423.27 444.09 618.53 
420.17 453.51 616.26 
416.76 466.63 612.66 
413.17 482.42 607.45 
409.36 499.22 600.59 

























BROADSIDE FIELD STRENGTH 
AT LOCATIONS FOR CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
{L = 1.0-wavelength) 
Field Strength 
0.0711 0.0482 0.3877 
0.0143 0.0223 0.3246 
0.0972 0.1757 0.2045 
0.1972 0.4052 0.0334 
0.3040 0.7200 0.1721 
0.4103 1.1290 0.4014 
0.5030 1.6060 0.6356 
0.5650 2.0355 0.8516 
0.5983 2.2550 1.0177 
0.5797 2.1613 1.0963 



















































The electric far field expression has been developed 
on the basis of "image theory" and it has been shown that 
the values of d producing circularly-polarized radiation 
r 
are not periodic. 
75 
The field patterns for dipoles one-half-wavelength and 
one-wavelength long have been calculated and plotted. The 
patterns show that the number of side lobes for the one-




The far field of the real antenna or antenna 1 has been 
derived in Chapter IIIand those of the image antennas follows. 
It has been established that the far field for antenna 
1 is 
where 





For the n-th antenna the angle ¢n and Bn as given 
Eq.III-5 results in 
and 
sins = sins 1 All n n 
Coss = Coss 1 n odd n 
cossn = -coss 1 n even. 
In particular for antenna 2 using Eq.III-5a 
Sin¢ 2 = /2/2(Sin¢-Cos¢) 






Substituting Eq. A-1 and Eq. A-2 in Eq. III-1 the far 
field for antenna 2 becomes 
Cos{~L[;zsine(Sin~-Cos~)Sins-cosecoss]~Cos~L 
Ee2=Co{----------------------------------------------
l [ 12s· (S' ) · 12 
and 
- ~ 1ne 1n~-cos~ S1ns-cosecoss 
exp{-jk[r-d/!Sine(Sin~+Cos~)]} 
2 
For antenna 3 (n=3) 
} 
Substituting Eq. A-1 and A-4 into Eq. III-1 the far 





For antenna 4 (n=4) 
Sin~ 4 = -l!/2 (Sin~+Cos~) 
and 







Substituting Eq. A-1 and A-6 into III~l the far field 
for antenna 4 becomes 
_ Cos { ~L [-;; Sine (Sin<j>+Cosq,) Sins-Cos eCos s)}-Cos 1rL 
E =C { A A } 
84 0 12 2 
1- [~ Sine(Sinq,+Cosq,)Sins-coseCoss] 
{[-Sinecoss+~Cose(Sinq,+Cosq,)Sins]a8 -';csinq,-Cosq,)Sinsa<P} 
exp{-jk[r-d~Sine(Sinq,-Cosq,)]} A-7 
For antenna 5 (n=5) 
Sinq, 5 = -Sinq, 
and 
Cosq, 5 = -cosq, A-8 
Substituting Eq. A-1 and Eq. A-8 in Eq. III-1 the far 
field for antenna 5 becomes 
Cos{lTL[Sinesinq,Sins-cosecossJ }-Cos~L 
- { A A } Ee5=co 
1- [Sinesinq,Sins-cosecossl 2 
exp{-jk(r+dSineCosq,)} A-9 
For antenna 6 
Sinq, 6 = -12/2 (Sinq,-Cos<j>) 
and 
Cosq, 6 = -12/2 (Sinq,+CosQ>) A-10 
Substituting Eq. A-1 and A-10 in Eq. III-1 the far 
field for the antenna 6 becomes 
_ Cos{~L[~Sine(Sin~-Cos~}Sine+CoseCoseJ}-CosnL 
Ee6=Co{ . A } 
and 




For antenna 7 
Sin~ 7 = Cos~ 
Cos~ 7 = -Sin~ 
Substituting Eq. A-1 and A-12 in Eq. III-1 the far 
field for antenna 7 becomes 
Cos{nL[Sinecos~SinB+Cosecose]~CosnL 
E =C { A. A } 
e7 o 
1- (Sinecos~Sine+Cosecose> 2 
exp{-jk[r+dSineSin~]} 
For antenna 8 
Sin~ 8 = 12/2 (Sin~+Cos¢) 
and 







Substituting Eq. A-1 and A-14 in Eq. III-1 the far 
field for antenna 8 becomes 
_ Cos{~L[~Sine(SinQ>+Cosq,)Sins-coseCoss] }-CosTIL 
E =C { A } 
e8 o 12 2 1- [~Sine(SinQ>+Cosq,)Sins-coseCossJ 
{ [-SineCos B- ~Cos e (Sin<t>+Cosq,) Sins] a 8 + ~ (Sinq,-Cos q,) Sin sa <I> } 
exp{-jk[r+d~Sine(Sinq,-Cosq,)]} A-15 
The total electric field a point P(r,e,<f>) is given by 
the sum of the electric fields of the individual antennas or 
A-16 
In order to simplify Eq. A-16 to a more useful form let 
Fl= 
F = 2 
Cos {~(SineSinq,SinB+Cos eCos B) }-Cos~ 
1- (Sinesin<t>Sins+Cosecoss) 2 
Cos{~[~Sine(Sinq,•Cosq,)Sins-cosecoss]l-cos~ 
1- [~Sine(Sinq,-Cosq,)Sins-coss] 2 
Cos{~L ~inecosq,Sins-cosecoss ]l-cos~L 
F = 3 
F = 4 
1 - ~inecosq,Sins-cosecoss 12 
Cos{~ ~ine(Sinq,+Cosq,)SinB+Cosecoss ]}-Cos~ 





F = 5 
C 7TL[ . . . 1rL os {-;:- S1.n 8S1.ncj>S1.n S-Cos eCos S] }-Cos~ 
1- [SinesincpSins-cosecossJ 2 
F = Cos {~[4Sine (Sincp-Coscp) Sins+Cos eCos sJ }-Cos~ 
6 
F = 7 
F = 8 
1 [ /2s .. < . ) . 12 - ~ 1.ne S1.ncp-coscp Sl.ns+Cosecoss 
Cos{~[SineCoscpSins+CoseCossJ }-Cos~ 
1 - [SinecoscpSins+CosecossJ 2 
Cos{~[4sine(Sincp+Coscp)Sins-cosecoss1 }-Cos~ 
1 [ /2s. < . ) . 12 - ~ 1.ne S1.ncp+Coscp S1.ns-cosecoss 
a 1=Sinecoss-coseSincpSins 














'¥1 = kd Sinecoscp 
'¥2 = kd~Sine(Sincp+Coscp) 
'¥3 = kd Sinesincp 
'¥4 = kd~Sine(Sin¢+Coscp) A-20 
y =kr-'¥ 1 1 Ys=kr+'¥1 
y =kr-'¥ 2 2 y6=kr+'¥2 
y =kr-'¥ 3 3 y7=kr+'¥3 
y4=kr-'¥4 Ya=kr+'¥4 A-21 
Substituting Eqs. A-17 through A-21 in Eq. A-16 the 
total field becomes: 
A-22 
Define the time-varying far field of Eq. A-22, using 
the symbol Im { } to indicate "Imaginary part of", by: 
A-23 
The component in the a 8 direction of Eq. A-22 is 
8 
E8 (r,e,¢,t)=Im{c0 l: 
n=l 
n-1 (-1) a F exp{j(wt-y )}} 
n n n 
83 
A-24 
Using the trigonometric identity cos(a±b) = cos(a)cos(b)~ 
sin(a)cos(b) and carrying out the summation on Eq. A-24 the 




E 8 (r,e,~,t)=A Cos(wt-kr)+B Sin(wt-kr) A-27 
Where A and B are the coefficients of cos(wt-kr) and 
sin(wt-kr) respectively as they appear in Eq. A-26. Perform-
ing similar operations to the a¢ component of the total far 
field in Eq. A-22 fields 





The parametric equations A-27 and A-28 now constitute 





The solution of the antenna position determined by d 
and B, for circular polarization as established by Equation 
III-37is not easily obtained by conventional methods thus 
requiring the solution by means of digital computing. 
For the purpose of solving Equationlli~7 ford when 
values of B are given, the terms of the left-hand side of 
Equation III~7 are set equal to Zo, for givens's, would be 
the required distances from the apex to the antenna which 
yield circularly-polarized radiation. 
The operations for the solution of the zeros of Zo and 
the plot of Zo, for given values of B, are shown in charts 
Number 1 and Number 2, respectively, followed by the coding 
charts. 
The fortran coding system was used to translate the 
equation to the computer language. 
The calculations to determine the field patterns or 
moduli of E and E , given by Equations A-27 and A-28, were 
e ~ 
made by the IBM-1620 digital computer. 
For the purpose of determining the modulus of E8 Equa-
tion A-27 may be written in the form: 
TI E =A Cos(wt-kr} + DCos(wt-kr-2} 
e 
Using the symbol Re { } to indicate "Real part of", 
Equation B-1 may be written as 
E8 = Re{Aexp[j(wt-kr)+Bexp[j(wt-kr)]exp(-j;)} 
E8 = Re{Aexp[j(wt-kr)]+Bexp[j(wt-kr)) (-j)} 
E8 = Re{(A-jB)exp[j(wt-kr))} 
2 2 l/2 . -B E8 = Re (A +B) exp{J[ARCTAN(-x)+wt-kr) 
E8 ={(A2+B 2 ) 1/ 2Cos[ARCTAN(-~+wt-kr)]} 
where (A2 + B2 ) 1/ 2 is defined as the modulus of E8 . 
86 
Undergoing similar operations, the modulus of E~ may be 
determined to be equal to (c2 + n2 ) 112 . 
The operations for the calculations of the field pat-




CEAH'I Lo. 1 
CALCULATICES CF dr 




1\: i.C.1 •L bG 11 
AI C:~:"G)-::A 
DN(l:EG):D 





Chi>E T I o. l. ( CC! '1 • ) 
)0 
.94 
DEC(~ ,r) .: 
( DEY (I<LC - J ) + Dhl ( · . :::L ) ) • S' C • I rr 
BE(,.j+l)=BE(j )+1" 
PROGRAM NUMBER 1 






DO 156 I=l,2 
PDL=P*DL ( 1) 
BE(l)=25.0*P/180.0 
CSPDL=COSF(PDL) 







51 DO 146 K=1.5 
NEG=O 
M=7201 































GO TO 146 
138 NEG=1 
AN ( 1) =AN ( 2) 
DN ( 1) =DN ( 2) 
Z(1)=Z(2) 
DRK ( 1) =DRK ( 2) 
139 DRO=DRO+P/1800.0 
140 CONTINUE 














Ci,LC\. LL 1'1 U & I CR 




X2 :L DR 0 V-i',.t 
91 
92 
CEAET IJo. 2. (CCl.T.) 
BE(Jrl) BE(3)+15.0° 
END 
PROGRAM NUMBER 2 






DO 160 I=1,2 















15 DO 155 J=1,5 













70 CALL PLOT() ,DRO,ZO) 
IF(ABSF(Z0)-1.0)71,72,72 
71 DRO=DRO+P/180.0*2.0 
GO TO 73 
72 DRO=DRO+P/180.0*5.0 
73 IF(DR0-12.56)61,61,130 
130 CALL PLOT(99) 









CHALT to. 3 
CALCl'L.ATI U.S lF 
?'ILLD COl FCI:LI:'l'S 
STAHT 
FHJJ':T 






PROGRAM NUMBER 3 
1 DIMENSION BE(12) ,DEG(12,6) ,Z (2) ,DRK(2) ,AN(2) ,DN(2) ,DL(3) 
P=3.1415928 
T=SQRTF ( 2. 0) 
E=1.0 
DL(1)=0.5 
DL(2) =1. 0 
DO 172 I=1,2 
PDL=P*DL(I) 
CSPDL=COSF(PDL) 
PUNCH 1000, DL (I) 
BE{1)=25.0*P/180.0 
DO 170 J=1,9 
BDE=BE(J)*180.0/P 
PUNCH 1001,BDE 
TA=SinF (BE (J) ) 
TH(1)=0.0 
DO 165 K=1,3 
DO 160 K1=1,9 
AL=SINF (TH (K1)) 

















































A02=(A3*FM3+A7*FM7)*COSF (X3)-(A4*FM4 A8*FM8)*COSF(X4) 
AO=A01+A02 
B01=-[(A1*FM1-A5*FM5)*SINF(X1)-(A2*FM2-A6*FM6)*SINF(X2)] \0 (X) 






















GO TO 149 








1000 FORMAT(/,15X,15HANTENNA LENGTH=,F4.1,1X,6HLAMBDA,/) 
\0 
\0 
PROGRAM NUMBER 3 (Continued) 
1001 FORMAT(/,15X,39HANGLE FROM CORNER BISECTOR PLANE, BETA=,F6.2,/) 
1002 FORMAT(15X,19HANGLE OF ELEVATION=,F6.2,/) 
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